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Abstract

Introduction

This research uses William Benoit’s Theory of
Image Restoration to evaluate Tom Brady’s
success in image restoration following
the Deflategate scandal. The absence of
mortification or corrective action among
Brady’s chosen image repair tactics
magnified skepticism surrounding the
scandal and his reputation. Brady’s use of
defeasibility, denial and bolstering failed to
restore not only his own image, but also that
of the New England Patriots.

The Deflategate scandal began with
accusations that Brady allegedly was involved
in deflating footballs used during the 2015 AFC
Championship game, during which the New
England Patriots defeated the Indianapolis
Colts. The scandal continued as Brady denied
the allegations and appealed his punishment,
a four game suspension to begin at the start
of the next season. He was granted his first
appeal, but the controversy continued in
court until his suspension was reinstated for
the following season, at which point Brady
withdrew from court action and accepted his
punishment without admitting guilt.

literature review

research questions

The literature reveal across a number
of cases the most effective image
repair campaigns have utilized sincere
mortification. In most cases where
mortification is absent, the public figure
under scrutiny does not escape his or
her tarnished image. These findings are
consistent across cases involving not
only athletes, but also other types of
public figures such as talk show hosts
and politicians. Even studies regarding
companies imply sincere mortification is the
best strategy.

Q1:

Was Brady’s decision to forego the use of the
mortification strategy one that was to help his
overall image or solely his career?

Q2:

How does this event continue to impact
career?

Q3:

What image repair strategies did Brady use
during his press conference?

Q4:

Did the lack of use of social media negatively
impact his repair campaign?

methodology

This study analyzes the tactics Brady used during his press conference that immediately
followed initial accusations. It also considers his use of social media, or lack thereof, during
the controversy. To discern the lasting effects of the scandal on Brady’s reputation, the study
evaluates recent references to Deflategate as well as the frequency and tone of the references.
The study will also provide information regarding the possible consequences had Brady
utilized the mortification strategy; this research will shed light on whether he neglected to use
mortification because of his image or to save his career.

Image Repair Table
Denial
•
•

Yes
•
Through press
•
conferences,
social media and
interviews, Brady
consistently denies
involvement.

Defeasability
Yes
Through
social
media, print
and press
conferences,
Brady denied
having prior
knowledge of

Bolstering
•
•

Yes
•
During
•
a press
conference
and in print
media, Brady
stated that
he would
“never do
anything to
break the
rules

social
media

Attack
The Accuser

Yes
Through
social media
Brady stated
that he was
dissapointed
in the
Commisioner’s
decision and
that all who
claim he
purposefully
destroyed his
phone are
“completely
wrong”.

Mortification
•

No

